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TAKE GA BOARD-FSTAKE GA-FS

Specification 800×1100mm  L/G 200 250 300 350 400g/m2 1color

 640×940mm  L/G & S/G 200 250 300 350 400g/m2 1color

Specification 1091×788mm L/G & S/G 104.7 127.9 157g/m2 1color

 936×636mm L/G & S/G 104.7 127.9 157g/m2 1color

TAKE GA BOARD-FSTAKE GA-FS

TAKE GA®series
TAKE GA-FS is a lightweight coated paper with excellent cost balance chosen for its printability, whiteness, and finely-detailed texture.
This series of paper has been updated with the addition of TAKE GA BOARD-FS.

 8 weights allowing a wide range of applications■
The series allows a wide range of applications using everything from lightweight paper to heavy paper, enabling different weights
in the same series to be combined for a pamphlet and its text pages, as well as for flyers, packages, and the covers of softback books.

■ Easier color management

HeavyLight

* The final colors achieved may differ depending on printing ink and method.

The new weights facilitate color management when creating packaging 
and advertising material in various forms. The availability of the same color 
in a large range of weights makes it easier to integrate the work of creatives 
in different fields, including graphic design and packaging design.
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HeavyLight Brand A Brand B
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HeavyLight

Combining different brands Standardizing on the TAKE GA series

Color adjustment is required when printing

 on light and heavy papers having 

different background colors.

Color adjustment is easier 

because the paper colors are the same 

and the texture is similar.

■ Functionality and printability
The TAKE GA series of double-sided paper has thin coatings to provide 
reasonable printability.TAKE GA BOARD-FS has a 5-layered base paper 
structure to provide foldability.

・ TAKE GA BOARD-FS's 
 5-layered structure

･ TAKE GA BOARD-FS's 
 cross-section of fold
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New products in 2022

* It's FSC-certified, ensuring environmental performance.

* The use of recycled paper in TAKE GA-FS is being phased out. The paper quality remains unchanged. Please contact us for further details.

Inquiries:

TAKEO Co., Ltd.  Overseas Division

Tel. 81-3-3292-3625（9:00-17:30 Except: Saturdays, Sundays, official holidays）
https://www.takeo.co.jp/en/contact/form.php APR22＊TK


